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 IRI participates in the Oslo Tropical Forest Forum 

 Several representatives of the Interfaith Rainforest Initiative were invited to participate in the 
 Oslo Tropical Forest Forum, among the world’s largest gatherings of experts working on efforts 
 to protect and restore tropical forests. Among those representing IRI were Blanca Echerverry, 
 IRI Colombia National Facilitator; Carlos Vicente, IRI Brazil National Facilitator; Jimmy Sormin, 
 IRI Indonesia co-chair; and Charles McNeill, Senior Advisor, Forests and Climate, UNEP. The 
 face-to-face meeting, which took place 21-22 June in Oslo, brought together more than 500 
 people - including political leaders, representatives of indigenous peoples, civil society 
 organisations and the public and private sectors - working at regional, national and global levels 
 to halt and reverse deforestation. Over the course of the two-day event, nine sessions were held 
 in which nearly 50 panelists addressed topics such as market-based financing for REDD+, 
 experiences working with forests in Central Africa, forest monitoring, forest tenure and 
 management, financing models for high integrity forests, the transition to deforestation -free 
 commodities, and communications for mobilisation and support for forest protection. Carlos 
 Vicente represented IRI Brazil on a “Strategic Communications” panel.  The IRI leads from 
 Brazil, Colombia and Indonesia were each able to connect and coordinate with a range of 
 organizations actively working in their respective countries on the shared pursuit of ending 
 tropical deforestation. 

 BRAZIL 

 IRI Brazil sends an open letter to Brazilian authorities after the murder of indigenous 
 activist Bruno Pereira and journalist Dom Phillips 

 On June 18th, IRI Brazil sent an open letter to the authorities of the executive, legislative and 
 judicial branches of the government asking for the investigation and immediate punishment of 
 those involved in the cruel murder of the indigenous activist Bruno Pereira and journalist Dom 
 Phillips, as well as the adoption of governmental measures to protect the defenders of the 
 Amazon. In the document, the religious leaders expressed solidarity with Bruno and Dom’s 
 families and friends and called for the adoption of structural measures to protect indigenous 
 peoples, local communities and defenders of the Amazon forest, such as journalists, scientists, 
 civil servants and social leaders who work in the region. They also requested the strengthening 
 and policing of the region to dismantle the criminal networks operating in the area, the 
 restructuring of public agencies such as the FUNAI (National Indian Foundation), IBAMA (The 
 Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources), and ICMBio (The Chico 
 Mendes Institute for Biodiversity Conservation), and the strengthening of public security 
 agencies. Reverend Agnaldo Gomes, director of Religions for Peace Brazil, Father Marcus 
 Barbosa, deputy undersecretary of pastoral ministry of the National Conference of Bishops of 
 Brazil (CNBB), Pastor Romi Márcia Bencke, secretary general of the National Council of 
 Christian Churches of Brazil (CONIC), Pastor Maruilson Souza, member of the Coordinating 
 Council of the Brazilian Evangelical Christian Alliance (ACEB), Claudio Lottenberg, president of 
 the Israeli Confederation of Brazil (CONIB) and Sheikh Mohamad Al Bukai, director of Islamic 
 affairs at the National Union of Islamic Entities in Brazil (UNI) all signed the letter. The open 
 letter was published on O Globo (online), in G1, on GloboNews, on Veja Magazine (online) and 



 on IG (online). The news was also shared on the following religious media channels: Catholic 
 radio stations in the metropolitan region of Campinas (SP) and the metropolitan region of Vale 
 do Paraíba (SP). Rádio Aparecida's broadcast was shared by affiliates all over the country. See 
 links here:  G1 | O Globo | Veja | IG | Rádio Brazil Campinas | Rádio Aparecida 

 IRI Brazil conducts training for leaders in the Amazon 

 At the end of May and beginning of June, IRI Brazil held two in-person trainings on the themes 
 of climate change and preservation of the Amazon at the Center for Monitoring and Alert of 
 Natural Disasters (CEMADEN) and at the National Institute for Space Research (INPE), in São 
 José dos Campos (SP). The first training took place on May 24th and 25th and included the 
 participation of 21 people: Catholic and Anglican religious leaders, young entrepreneurs, NGO 
 representatives, an indigenous leader, community leaders from the Amazon and Catholic 
 religious leaders from the state of São Paulo. The second training took place on June 7th and 
 8th, with the presence of 15 evangelical leaders from seven states of the Amazon (Acre, 
 Amapá, Amazonas, Mato Grosso, Rondônia, Pará, and Roraima). The training sessions sought 
 to raise awareness and mobilize religious and social leaders to act in favor of the Amazon forest 
 (given the extreme climate events happening in Brazil) by creating a culture of prevention and 
 contributing to stopping the devastation of tropical forests and restoration of degraded 
 ecosystems. 

 IRI Brazil presented to 60 Catholic priests 

 As an extension of the IRI Brazil in-person training that took place in São José dos Campos 
 (SP), Carlos Vicente, met with Bishop Dom César Nogueira and 60 priests from the region to 
 present IRI Brazil’s work plan and invite their participation in the inter-religious movement for the 
 preservation of the Amazon and the defense of native peoples’ rights. 

 IRI Brazil participates in international seminar on the preservation of the Amazon 

 IRI Brazil was represented by its National Facilitator at the international event Amazonian 
 Leapfrogging, at Princeton University in the United States, on May 5th and 6th. The seminar 
 was organized by a partnership between Princeton University's Brazil LAB and the Amazon 
 2030 Project, with the objective of discussing the best sustainable solutions for biodiversity 
 conservation and socioeconomic development in the Amazon. The event was an opportunity for 
 national and international scientific communities present to know more about IRI Brazil's work 
 and build new partnerships. 

 COLOMBIA 

 IRI Colombia and FILAC formalise partnership 

 IRI Colombia has signed a Technical Cooperation Framework Agreement with the Fund for the 
 Development of Indigenous Peoples of Latin America and the Caribbean (FILAC), an 
 international public law organisation that supports the processes of self-development and 
 promotion of the rights of indigenous peoples, communities and organisations in this region. The 
 objective of the agreement is to work together on issues such as raising awareness about the 
 seriousness of deforestation in the Amazon and the urgency of motivating action to protect 
 forests and reverse climate change; capacity building and training of specialists; the promotion 
 of agreements and commitments to advance public policies to prevent deforestation in the 



 Amazon; and to ensure the recognition, protection and effective exercise of the individual and 
 collective rights of indigenous peoples. 

 IRI Colombia organizes radio spots on deforestation 

 "The Amazon is dying and you are not understanding, you are not understanding that our 
 survival is in danger," warns the latest radio spot created by IRI Colombia.  Two new radio spots 
 are being broadcast on seven radio stations in the municipalities where forests face the greatest 
 threats in the country, and where IRI Colombia has established local chapters.  The spots are 
 playing 15 times a day, seven days a week, and will continue throughout the second half of 
 2022. The goal is to raise awareness in priority regions about the growing threats to the Amazon 
 rainforest. 

 IRI Colombia continues work through Escucha la Amazonia 

 Since December 2021, IRI Colombia has been actively working with Escucha la Amazonia, an 
 alliance made up of recognized environmental, indigenous and academic organizations that 
 have united and mobilized to position the Amazon in public debates so that the new Colombian 
 government includes programmes and policies aimed at its protection in its National 
 Development Plan. In support of the national advocacy strategy of the Alliance, IRI Colombia 
 conducted an analysis of the government plan of presidential candidate Federico Gutiérrez in 
 order to prepare inputs for further meetings with the campaign teams and to prepare reports on 
 the candidates' proposals for El Espectador. The results of the analysis of the government 
 programs of the candidates served as the basis for the article entitled "How environmental is the 
 proposal of your candidate for the presidency of Colombia?" published in the newspaper El 
 Espectador on May 23. As leader of the Alliance's international advocacy strategy, IRI Colombia 
 has been developing a series of meetings with a working team of the Episcopal Church in the 
 United States, in order to analyze the different spaces that can be used to amplify the Alliance's 
 message internationally. With the support of the Episcopal Church, IRI-Colombia will participate 
 in a parallel event within the framework of the UN High Level Political Forum on the Sustainable 
 Development Goals to discuss the recommendations of Escucha la Amazonia in relation to the 
 government plans of Gustavo Petro, the president elect who will be inaugurated on August 7 in 
 the Colombian capital. Furthermore, a parallel virtual panel is being coordinated within the 
 framework of the New York Climate Week with the same format and objectives. The Episcopal 
 Church team includes Lynnaia Main, Episcopal Church representative to the United Nations; 
 Rev Glenda McQueen, Partnership Officer for Latin America and the Caribbean; Rev Margaret 
 Rose, deputy for ecumenical and interfaith collaboration; Rev David Copley, director of the 
 Office of Mission Personnel; and Patricia Kisare, legislative representative for international 
 policy in the Office of Government Relations. 

 IRI Colombia discusses its mission during Week of Prayer for Christian Unity 

 On June 10th, IRI Colombia participated in an event entitled, "Christian churches and their 
 pastoral work in the social and existential spheres", which was organised by the Pontificia 
 Universidad Javeriana and the Episcopal Conference of Colombia as part of the celebration of 
 the "Week of Prayer for Christian Unity". "IRI-Colombia offers a platform for religious leaders 
 and traditional leaders to work side by side with members of civil society in actions that 
 safeguard tropical forests," said Blanca Lucía Echeverry, National Facilitator of IRI Colombia, 
 who spoke about the organisation's mission and work strategies in the local chapters, which aim 
 to advocate for the protection of forests and indigenous peoples. Representatives from the 



 Catholic, Greek Orthodox, Syrian Orthodox, Presbyterian, Evangelical Lutheran, Mennonite and 
 other churches participated in the virtual meeting. 

 INDONESIA 

 IRI Indonesia meets to set strategies and activities, appoint new interim National 
 Facilitator 

 Religious leaders representing Indonesia’s eight Religious Councils met recently for an 
 in-person meeting to discuss in detail strategies, tactics and activities for IRI Indonesia in the 
 second half of 2022.  IRI Indonesia is preparing to get back into action after investing heavily in 
 a months-long consultation and planning exercise, which culminated in this latest meeting.  The 
 meeting has produced a detailed work plan, outlining prosed activities in the areas of education 
 and training, awareness raising, on-the-ground mobilization, political advocacy and 
 communications. As part of the meeting, Dr. Hayu Prabowo, from the Ulama Moslem Council, 
 was appointed as the new interim National Facilitator of the IRI Indonesia country program. 

 PERU 

 IRI Peru undertakes planning and training with local chapters in priority regions 

 IRI Peru is in the midst of a process of training and planning with local chapters in Tarapoto, 
 Chiriaco, Yurimaguas and Bellavista to review their formation, support them in the organisation 
 and implementation of their work plans, and to consider actions to be taken in relation to the 
 upcoming electoral process in Peru. The IRI Peru local chapter work plans include: a 
 reconfiguration of the IRIs by convening new actors, religious, indigenous, social leaders and 
 institutions to ensure they are fit for purpose; awareness-raising and training, both within each 
 chapter and in the sectors where they operate; and advocacy work with their local or regional 
 authorities. 

 IRI Peru convenes Parliamentary group for a sustainable Amazonia 

 In February 2022, IRI Peru proposed the formation of a Parliamentary Block for the Amazon, to 
 consolidate a group of legislators committed to enacting policies and programs to protect and 
 restore Peru’s forests.  IRI Peru recently held a second meeting of the group of 
 parliamentarians, and welcomes in new members, congresspeople  Edward Malaga and Heydi 
 Juarez. In the meeting, it was agreed that in July, in the Congress of the Republic, the bloc 
 would be officially launched under the name "Parliamentary Group for a Sustainable Amazon". 
 At this event, the main conclusions and recommendations of the experts and authorities 
 regarding legislative priorities in forestry matters will be presented to Congress.  Additionally, 
 and in coordination with the office of Congresswoman Ruth Luque, talks have begun with 
 OXFAM to include their initiative for a parliamentary agenda for the prevention of oil spills in the 
 Amazon in the agenda of the Parliamentary Group for a Sustainable Amazon. 

 IRI Peru signs cooperation agreement with the National Jury of Elections for the 
 organisation of regional electoral dialogues 



 IRI Peru recently held conversations with the president of the National Jury of Elections, leading 
 to the signing of a Cooperation Agreement between IRI Peru and JNE around the organization 
 of training activities for a conscious vote and the realization of dialogues with the candidates 
 running for office in each region. The intention is to put the protection of forests and forest 
 defenders prominently on the agenda of the incoming administration and future authorities. 
 Together with the Foundation for Conservation and Development, IRI has prepared a 
 conceptual document on the electoral dialogues. Work has been initiated with the IRI local 
 chapters of Madre de Dios, Ucayali, Iquitos and San Martín, and work has been done to 
 coordinate with other actors such as the Mesa de Concertación de Lucha contra la Pobreza, the 
 Red Amazonía que Late and others. 

 Dialogue on legislative priorities for sustainable forests 

 IRI Peru held coordination meetings with the office of Congresswoman Ruth Luque and the 
 Peruvian Society of Environmental Law to consolidate a strategy to define legislative priorities 
 for the defence of sustainable forests and forest defenders. A document of priority forest 
 legislation (which was created by IRI Peru in February) which will be presented when the 
 Parliamentary Group for the Amazon is installed is now undergoing review by  experts and 
 authorities to obtain, through working groups, conclusions and recommendations that will create 
 a concrete legislative agenda. 

 IRI Peru seminar, A New Paradigm 

 On the occasion of Tropical Forest Day, and as part of the ongoing capacity building and 
 training of the IRI Peru local chapters, a virtual seminar was organized entitled, “A New 
 Paradigm”.  All local IRI chapters participated in the event. The seminar was viewed by more 
 than 800 people. A second seminar will take place in September. 

 IRI Peru training workshops in Chiriaco 

 On June 24th, an in-person workshop "Towards a Healthy Amazon" was held with the IRI 
 Marañón local chapter in the city of Chiriaco. There were 16 participants, leaders of four faith 
 communities: Catholics, Church of the Nazarenes, Assembly of God and Adventists. Two 
 interrelated themes were discussed: the ecosystem services of the Amazon and the sacredness 
 of nature. The workshop marked the start of a process of training to generate a movement of 
 awareness and advocacy in the area, taking advantage of the fact that 2022 is an election year. 

 IRI Peru holds Advisory Council meeting 

 On June 15th, a hybrid meeting of the IRI Peru Advisory Council was held, with the majority of 
 members participating in-person for the first time in almost two years. New Advisory Councl 
 members were introduced: Monsignor Miguel Angel Cadenas, representing the Peruvian 
 Episcopal Conference, Rabbi Simantob Nigri from the Jewish community, Guillermo Estrugo 
 from the Church of Jesus Christ, Sister Nonie Reaño from Bhrama Kumaris, Fabiola Muñoz 
 from GTF and Ivan Brehaut from ProPurús. At the meeting, Ivan Brehaut gave a presentation 
 on the current situation in the Amazon, where the advance of illegal activities is growing 
 exponentially: logging, mining, drug trafficking, land grabs, due to the presence of organised 
 Peruvian, Brazilian, Colombian, Mexican and Albanian mafias, which are undermining 
 indigenous communities and threatening the lives and safety of leaders and defenders due to 
 the scarce presence of the state. The final IRI Peru work plan was presented, and some 



 additional thematic challenges and actions were incorporated, including strengthening spaces 
 for dialogue, expanding the presence of religious leaders in the local chapters for greater 
 advocacy with local authorities, and the urgent defence and support of the PIAVCI in the face of 
 the onslaught of Loreto business sectors that are waging a concerted political, social and media 
 campaign to repeal the law that protects peoples in isolation. 

 IRI Peru holds meetings with the NGO Climate Change Initiative Group 

 IRI Peru participates in the NGO Climate Change Initiative Group, a space where more than 60 
 NGOs working on various issues related to environment and climate collaborate and set shared 
 strategic priorities. Most recently, representatives from MOCICC and DETEC participated in 
 technical meetings, which evaluated the work agenda for UNFCCC COP 27 and a report on the 
 COP of Escazú. 

 IRI Peru presented to pastors at the Nazarene Theological Seminary 

 On June 5th, IRI Peru presented at a meeting which brought together 150 pastors of the Church 
 of the Nazarene. IRI Peru outlined their identity and mission and made a presentation on the 
 importance of the Amazon for the ecosystem services it offers to the planet. The event 
 concluded with a dialogue where many pastors expressed a need for materials to use in their 
 local churches. 


